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With the US Dollar remaining strong in 2015, US Medical Device Companies experienced a headwind from this exchange.

Within England’s MDI, more than half of revenues in 2015 are within the United States.

European revenues experienced a decline as a percentage of total MDI revenue, dropping from 23.5% to 20.8%, while all

other geographies remained flat or grew from previous levels.
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2015 was another healthy year for public capital markets and M&A transactions in the medical device space. M&A activity

remained at a high level while public capital markets picked back up after a weak third quarter. Although the S&P 500 was

down for the year due to macroeconomic events, the England & Company Medical Device Index (MDI) outpaced the S&P 500

by 6.4%.
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Selected OEM Acquisitions Source: FactSet

Target Acquirer EV ($mm)
EV/

Rev.

EV/

EBITDA

$129 3.9x n/a

$183 n/a n/a

$181 1.5x 9.5x

$225 n/a n/a

$110 n/a n/a

$265 n/a n/a

$275 n/a n/a

$273 n/a n/a

$226 6.2x n/a

$141 n/a n/a

OEM MERGER AND ACQUISITION ACTIVITY

2015 was another robust year for M&A transactions in
the OEM space with 332 transactions announced, up
from 317 in 2014. With $35bn disclosed, the total
transaction value was down significantly from 2014’s
$97bn. This decline was due primarily to the Medtronic
acquisition of Covidien in 2014, approximately $50bn.

Q4 2015 witnessed a flurry of transactions completed
with 78 deals up from 68 deals the previous year in Q4.
Although the transactions completed were not
blockbuster billion dollar transactions, there were still
many strategic consolidations completed in the market
with numerous middle-market transactions ($100mm-
$300mm) happening.

In 2015 we saw private equity firms like Harbor Group,
The Jordan Company, Essex Woodlands, Webster
Capital and Tenex being active buying companies that
make or distribute devices, as well as Ferrer Freeman
and RoundTable coming back to the trough after some
down time.

Within the Medical Device space, the hearing aid
industry had a very active year with five rollups,
including strategic deals Medisan/Widex, PC
Werth/Intricon, Audika/Oticon, as well as a couple of
investors buying into the space. Demographics, as well
as smaller and improved technologies, will drive rapid
growth in the space into 2016.

With 12 additional deals announced in the
fourth quarter, 2015 nearly doubled 2014’s
23 deals with 38 completed transactions in
the CMO space.

2016 is expected to continue this deal
activity level as interests from both large
strategic consolidators and financial
acquirers continues to be a trend within the
CMO space.

Although major acquisitions have controlled
headlines for the CMO sector, the majority
of transactions completed have been
considerably smaller with a median deal
size of $60mm for 2015.

Selected CMO Acquisitions Source: FactSet

Target Acquirer EV ($mm)
EV/

Rev.

EV/

EBITDA

$1,732 2.1x 11.6x

$615 2.5x n/a

$225 n/a n/a

$190 n/a n/a

$83 0.3x 16.3x

SECTOR SPOTLIGHT:  CONTRACT MANUFACTURING ORGANIZATIONS (“CMOS”)
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PUBLIC MARKETS

England’s MDI outpaced the S&P 500 over the course of the year with an increase of 6.0% versus the S&P 500’s

decrease of 0.7%. In Q4, the MDI, similar to the rest of the year, had an increase of 9.7% compared to the S&P 500 with

only 6.5%.

Despite the market slump early in 2016, Medical

Device valuations have remained relatively strong

with EV/Revenue multiples remaining at 3.8x,

down from 4.0x in 2014 and EV/EBITDA up to

14.0x versus 13.6x this time last year.

Hospital capital expenditure rates are expected to

rise by nearly 9% in 2016, going from $45.2bn to

$49.2bn. Nearly 90% of Hospital CFOs expect

2016 capital expenditures for medical equipment

to rise or continue at 2015 levels.
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ABOUT ENGLAND & COMPANY

England & Company is an independent investment bank focused on providing financial advice on mergers, acquisitions,
restructurings, and capital-raising to owners, executives, and boards of directors of public and private companies. The
firm's clients include leading companies in the Energy & Industrial Growth, Healthcare, and Technology & Media markets.

Founded in 2003, England serves its clients through its offices in Washington, DC, New York, Houston, and Baltimore.
England’s established experience in Healthcare includes Healthcare IT, Medical Diagnostic Laboratories, Managed Care
and Disease Management, Senior Housing & Long-term Care, and Medical Devices & Diagnostics.

All securities transactions offered through England Securities, LLC – member FINRA/SIPC.

The information contained in this report has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable. England Securities, LLC (“England”) is dependent upon such sources (including company reports, public filings, press releases,

and related news articles) for its information and does not guarantee or warrant the accuracy or completeness of these data sources or of the analyses and data contained herein. Nothing in this report constitutes an offer to

buy or sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy or sell, any security. Nothing contained in this publication is intended to be a recommendation of a specific security or company, nor is any of the information contained herein

intended to constitute an analysis of any company or security reasonably sufficient to form the basis for any investment decision. Additionally, England does and seeks to do business with companies covered in its publications.

As a result, investors should be aware that the firm may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this publication. Moreover, officers and/or employees of England and its affiliates, or members of their

families, may from time-to-time have long or short positions in securities of companies mentioned in this publication. Unless otherwise indicated, information presented herein with respect to the experience of England also

includes transactions effected by the principals of England prior to the date they joined the firm.

CONTACT US:

For information about England & Company’s capabilities, please contact one of our senior healthcare bankers:
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